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Idiosyncratic editor’s advice,
or an editor’s idiosyncratic advice (you decide)

Before you submit
Some pieces of advice

After you submit
More pieces of advice

Being a good academic citizen
is in your self-interest



Before you submit

#1 Choose general interest over specialized journal
(also applies to many journal-crowded sub-fields).



Before you submit

#1 Choose general interest over specialized journal
(also applies to many journal-crowded sub-fields).

- What is my contribution to the literature?
- Who do I want to read and cite my work?



Before you submit

#2 Unsure if your paper fits journal x?



Before you submit

#2 Unsure if your paper fits journal x?

- Look at your bibliography.
- Which journals do I regularly read and cite for my work?
- Ask a mentor and/or experienced peers/colleagues.
- Ask the editor/s.



Before you submit

#3 Don’t be shy, aim high.



Before you submit

#3 Don’t be shy, aim high.

- Journal reputation matters (for getting academic jobs, 
promotions, but also recognition for and exposure of your work).

- Ask peers, colleagues, your mentor.
- Widely used proxies:

- Professionalism of editorial teams (hard to know, but: 
turnaround time).

- Rejection rates 
<http://www.reviewmyreview.eu/acceptance-rates-
turnaround-time>.

- Bibliometrics.



Before you submit

Journal Impact Factor (IF) 
reflects the number of citations, 
received in that particular year, 
of articles published in that 
journal during the two preceding 
years, divided by the total 
number of articles published in 
that journal during the two 
preceding years.

Source: Thomson Reuters, JCR 2017.



Before you submit

Source: Google 
Scholar Metrics, 
2017.



Before you submit

#4 Make one contribution. Save the other one for another 
paper.
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#4 Make one contribution. Save the other one for another 
paper.

- Note of caution: SPU-publishing bears reputational risks. Don’t 
try to sell the same contribution twice. It can be damaging for 
your reputation.

- Make sure you acknowledge and reference your own work 
appropriately.



Before you submit

#5 Always submit a clean manuscript.



Before you submit

#5 Always submit a clean manuscript.

- Follow the submission guidelines (they exist for a reason).
- Stick to the word limit (it exists for a reason).
- Proof-read, spell check, language check.
- I don’t agree with Fabrizio here. Signal professionalism on all 

fronts.



After you submit

#6 Expect desk rejection (and don’t be put off by it).
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#6 Expect desk rejection (and don’t be put off by it).

- Everyone gets desk rejected almost all of the time.

- It’s not necessarily a bad thing: Saves everyone time and effort.

- Allows you to move on quickly (have a plan B, C, D ready for 

action).

- A typical desk reject reads like this:



After you submit

#7 Yes, you can ask the editor why the review process takes 
so long (>10-12 weeks).
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#7 Yes, you can ask the editor why the review process takes 
so long (>10-12 weeks).

- Why does it take so (bloody) long?
- Editors and reviewers tend to have a full-time academic jobs.
- Bigger journals receive >1 submission daily. 
- Finding reviewers can be very hard.
- Making reviewers deliver on time can be even harder.
- Some journals could be better managed (àreputation).



After you submit

#8 Embrace for rejection. Statistically, it’s the most likely 
outcome (and don’t be put off by it). 
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#8 Embrace for rejection. Statistically, it’s the most likely 
outcome (and don’t be put off by it). 

- Sorry, that’s all there is to be said about it. Really.
- This might help.



After you submit

#9 Take rejection elegantly (even if you are convinced that 
the editors and reviewers are [total] losers).
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#9 Take rejection elegantly (even if you are convinced that 
the editors and reviewers are [total] losers).

- Reviewers err, editors err. It’s an imperfect process.
- Let a couple of days pass, and re-submit elsewhere.
- Express gratitude for the reviews and the time and effort put 

into the review process.
- And remember that everyone has met or will meet “Reviewer 

2”. Share your experience with your peers. You will feel better.



After you submit

“You know Reviewer 2:
-The one who wrote “this has already been done” to reject your 
paper, without any references to the literature...
-The one who sat on your paper for 6 months while they frantically 
ran their competing experiment...
-The one who goes on an on about how the method you used sucks 
(except s/he misread the paper and you didn't use that method)...”

From <urbandictionary.com>



After you submit

#10 When you submit elsewhere, remember that p(facing 
the same reviewer) > 0.



After you submit

#10 When you submit elsewhere, remember that p(facing 
the same reviewer) > 0.

- It actually happens quite often.
- And it makes a lot of sense to take (some of) their 

comments on board.



After you submit

#11 When you receive a R&R decision, it’s a big deal. The 
game is on!
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#11 When you receive a R&R decision, it’s a big deal: The 
game is on!

- First, go celebrate. (Personal advice from Matt Gabel: us 
academics have so little to celebrate, we must make use of 
every occasion.)

- Then get to work, and don’t linger (finishing a promising paper 
should be high on everyone’s agenda).

- But if you need more time, ask the editors. They tend to be 
accommodating.



After you submit

#12 Remember that revisions require effort on two fronts: 
your paper and your memo.
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#12 Remember that revisions require effort on two fronts: 
your paper and your memo.

No goes:
- Picking & choosing, omitting points.
- “I cannot address this point due to space constraints…” (àuse 

online appendix!)
Imperatives:
- Offer concise answers to each point: describe your changes & 

provide additional analyses.
- State clearly where and why you did not follow the advice of the 

reviewers.
- Have your peers and adviser or mentor read the memo.
- Ethics: reviewers have invested time, take them seriously. Be nice!



After you submit



After you submit



After you submit

#13 When you piece is accepted, follow Matt’s advice.



After you submit

#13 When you piece is accepted, follow Matt’s advice.

- I.e., go celebrate for real.
- Update your CV only once your piece is formally accepted (you 

can state it as forthcoming).
- Read and correct the proofs carefully. Changing the spelling of 

your last name later can be a real pain.
- Disseminate your piece once it has a “DOI”.
- Place it on your website, but: make sure you comply with open 

access rules.
- Make sure your paper appears on your and/or your 

department’s academic social media pages (e.g. Google 
Scholar; ResearchGate, etc.).



Being a good academic 
citizen

#14 We need you.



Being a good academic 
citizen

#14 We need you.

- Peer review is our profession’s lifeblood.
- And academia is a system that relies on diffuse reciprocity: 

We behave cooperatively “not because of ensuing rewards 
from specific actors, but in the interests of continuing 
satisfactory overall results for the group of which one is a 
part, as a whole.” (Robert Keohane)

- There is a lot in it for you: knowing cutting edge stuff, 
knowing what makes a good/bad paper, indication of “my 
standing” in the field.

- But: you need to budget sufficient time (approx. one work 
day per round); and beware of the Matthew-effect!



Being a good academic 
citizen

#15 You owe us.

Editor



Being a good academic 
citizen

#15 You owe us.

- Rule of thumb: When you receive x reviews 
from journal y, you owe x reviews to journal y.

- You also owe other journals to which you have 
not yet submitted (àdiffuse reciprocity).

- Do your reviews promptly: Do not exceed the 
timeframe (if you have to, ask for an extension 
right away): it’s good for you (àreputation), 
for the editor (àjournal efficiency), for 
authors (àyou also want a quick turn-around 
time).

Editor



Being a good academic 
citizen

#16 You can say “no”.



Being a good academic 
citizen

#16 You can say “no”.

- But say it promptly. 
- Say “no” when you are biased (conflict of 

interest) or if it is not your field.
- Set priorities: everyone is busy all of the time.
- Offer your help by, e.g., naming alternative 

reviewers, and let the editors know when you 
are available to review again.



Being a good academic 
citizen

#17 As a reviewer, try to be a good citizen.



Being a good academic 
citizen

#17 As a reviewer, try to be a good citizen.

“I tend to pride myself for always providing positive and 
constructive feedback, but the paper on … makes this a 
nearly impossible task. … its analysis hardly goes 
beyond tealeaf reading. … The index combines apples, 
oranges, and mutant killer tomatoes, where the 
individual attributes do not even come close to 
measuring the same underlying concept.”



Being a good academic 
citizen

#17 As a reviewer, try to be a good citizen.

Be nice.
Mention the strong parts, so authors know where they succeeded. Help them 
improve their piece. Don’t judge them as persons.

Be specific.
Be precise about nature of the problem; offer examples; offer specific solutions.

Be constructive.
Don’t only complain about a problem, offer ideas how to fix it.

And don’t let your ego take over.
If you have stakes, suppress them. Watch out for egocentrism if your work is not 
cited. If you think you are cleverer than the author/s, a review is definitely not 
the place to show off.



Being a good academic 
citizen

#18 Always ask peers and colleagues who have been 
there. Most of us are happy to share our experiences 
most of the time.



Being a good academic 
citizen

#18 Always ask peers and colleagues who have been 
there. Most of us are happy to share our 
experiences most of the time.

- Or as my mentor and journal co-editor tends to 
say: “Everyone is entitled to have to listen to my 
opinion.”

- I wish you the best of success with your work and 
publication experiences!
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